Best adaption to working
through Covid
Winner
Hybrid 3:2 Working,
Ogilvy UK
Covid-19 has blurred the boundaries between work and personal
time. Winners in this category will demonstrate how they created a
healthy workplace culture to protect their employees and leaders
In 2020 Thrive, Ogilvy’s mental
health and wellbeing strategy, was
established. Activities were planned
throughout 2020 to diversify and enhance
its offering. Thrive Month in January saw
11 sessions, from nutrition and puppy
therapy to managing anxiety, attended by
more than 250 employees. With the onset
of Covid-19, Thrive content and delivery
needed to adapt quickly. Remote working
had been rare in the organisation before
the pandemic, so the move to home
working was a huge shift for Ogilvy and its
employees.
Along with the safety of its people,
the company had to ensure they
remained able to work productively and
collaboratively. Moving into 2021, it was
clear the company needed long-term
robust tools to help maintain its staff
wellbeing and business integrity while
working flexibly. Ogilvy wanted to continue
to uplift employees’ spirits with fun and
engaging events, so they felt connected
regardless of location. Finally, the
company wanted to ensure the return to
the office was employee-led.
Ogilvy’s strategy had nine components:(1)
a shift to 3:2 Working involved ensuring
all employees were physically set
up to work safely from home while
starting to come back to the office. (2)
Digital Transformation aimed to ensure
employees could access policies,
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learning and Thrive content remotely.
(3) Team Contracting defined how and
when different tools would be used to
reduce the “always on” mentality and
help employees work flexibly. (4) Team
Connection ensured managers continued
having regular check-ins with teams.
(5) Thrive Support and Access looked at
what the company could offer and how
employees could access it regardless of
working location. (6) Parent and Carers
looked at support for home-schooling
parents and carers. (7) Communication
needed to be relevant, appropriate,
frequent and transparent. (8) Culture
aimed to help people feel connected and
enjoy being at work. (9) The Return to the
Office was to be employee-led.
Ogilvy created guides on how to work
remotely. As the return to the office
started, the team produced a podcast and
a film on how to manage the transition
from 100% home working to 3:2 working.
Ogilvy increased comms across a range
of channels to remind everyone of the
mental health support available.

Achievements
Since the launch of 3:2 working, 80%
of the team report feeling supported
with flexible working, an increase of
4% year on year. The belonging score
has risen 12% to a high of 84%. Teams
proactively “contracted” with each other
on how and when they work and why
they communicate throughout the day,
some teams even creating their own
“remote working guides”. The feedback
was overwhelming that this ensured all
employees could successfully have a
better work/life balance.
The Christmas party saw 400 people
come back into the office, a comedy
show drew 200 employees attending in
person and over 300 online, and over 200
employees tuned in to a dog show along
with their children while home schooling.
The feedback from these events was
that they truly lifted employees’ moods,
putting much-deserved smiles on faces.
Ogilvy harnessed the positives from a
very tough couple of years and took time
to understand how remote working and
hybrid working can revolutionise the staff
experience. ■
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Judges’
comments

MEDTRONIC INDIA

+ Can see how wellbeing

has been embedded in
culture. Good results and
impact and utilisation
rates and examples
of inclusion with
testimonials.

+ Clearly thought-

through strategy, giving
employees flexibility and
clarity around return to
office and hybrid working.

+ Extensive strategy -

phased and well thought
out (flexible working,
communication, support
and even taking into
account the impact for
parents and carers)

+ Brilliant evidence of
results and impact.

+ Loved the “people first”

approach – that included
not only work-related
initiatives but also purely
social events. Great
feedback from employees
and encouraged
productivity.
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